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Introduction
Intelligence Community insiders may release classified information for a variety of reasons, most of which are thwarted by monitoring, security investigations, and self-reporting.
Recently, individuals responsible for extremely damaging releases of classified information have said that they were motivated by the belief that mission activities were wrong and/or that whistleblowing was morally required. Thwarting insider threats motivated by these feelings will require enabling insiders to address their conscience problems. Executive Order 12333 4 , one wonders what type of additional monitoring will be entailed in 'continuous evaluation of all security-cleared persons' security status?
Security policies are designed to protect classified information and stop unauthorized disclosure of such information that can cause grave damage to the national security of the United
States. However, Executive Order 12968, dated August 2, 1995 , established uniform security policies to ensure fair and equal treatment for all Federal employees who access classified information. 5 While the concept of fairness is subjective, security-cleared employees are required to provide sensitive personal information in order to obtain and retain their jobs. States military, they tell individuals how to live every day and how to behave as members of their Service. They provide strength and enable perseverance through personal and group adversity, small and large challenges, and warfighting. Shared values express the personality of the group and remind its members of their ideals.
U.S. Military Services' Values
The U.S. military services describe values in ways that reflect their organizational cultures. Air Force core values of "integrity first, service before self and excellence in all we do" include detailed explanations for accountability. 12 The Army's 7 practical, relevant values are each described with a few sentences that explain what a solider does to embody them. 13 The Navy refers to its historical roots and lists expected behaviors for each value, i.e., "for honor…we will conduct ourselves in the highest ethical manner…" 14 The Marine Corps defines each value in terms of how they are seen in each Marine, i.e., "courage … is the inner strength that enables a Marine to take that extra step." Coast Guard also publish an Ethos that begin with the words "I am a Coast Guardsman. I serve the people of the United States…" 16 , and the Army's Warrior Ethos, "I will always place the mission first…." 17 Fittingly, organizations and agencies, are "autonomous social groups [that] can be partly defined by…their constitutive goals, values, beliefs, norms and standards…called the ethos of the group." 18 The modern public face of an organization, its website, is the visible display of this ethos.
U.S. Intelligence Community Values
Given that NSA is both a U.S. Department of Defense (DOD) It describes stewardship in terms of public trust, protecting sources and methods, reporting wrongdoing and remaining accountable "…ultimately to the American people." Excellence means improving performance, "sharing information responsibly," collaborating and innovating.
And Diversity includes promoting "diversity and inclusion in our work force…" as well as in our thinking. These general principles of ethics apply across the U.S. Intelligence Community and thus NSA should articulate compatible values specific to its culture.
Proposed Updated NSA Values
NSA values correlate to those of ODNI, and support intelligent, creative and forwardthinking employees to stay ahead of adversaries and ensure the safety and security of our nation.
To help employees work through possible dilemmas from mission work conflicts with their consciences, the author proposes explicitly defining shared values that represent ethical ideals.
For example, a succinct, yet relatable, values statements may be articulated as follows:
NSA employees strive to continuously improve performance and hold ourselves to the highest standards. We encourage adaptive and forward-thinking ideas to develop new approaches. We protect United States information and information technology. We partner with other federal agencies. We are dedicated to delivering for U.S. decision makers and service members alike. Thus, all dedicated NSAers are committed to three enduring values:
• Integrity: truthful words match our actions and we are accountable to the nation, community, managers and leaders, and fellow employees; • Competence: we are dedicated and focused professionals who overcome technological challenges and excel in all intelligence-related skills; • Patriotic Service: we trust and are loyal to the United States and its Constitution, the Intelligence Community and the Agency.
Shared values, such as those suggested above, will enhance employee cohesion and underpin a new inward focus on employees by articulating NSA values in a personal manner.
Describing intelligence as a profession with associated professional ethics standards will further uplift employee morale and resilience.
Professional Ethics Professional Ethics Standards
In the study of professional ethics, a central theme is that "competence is perhaps the most crucial characteristic" and is derived from a basic notion of trustworthiness or integrity.
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For example, in the law and medical professions, competence, which is crucial in order to become a member, is achieved from education as well as the number of cases tried or operations performed, and is followed by trust. If a lawyer or doctor is incompetent, we will not trust them to perform a job and they may lose their professional license. Intelligence is different in that trust is paramount, and while competence is important, it is considered after trust has been established.
In general, "competence is a character trait, a disposition to act in certain ways…"
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Furthermore, "to have integrity is largely to have those qualities that render one trustworthy." 24 Thus, I believe that both integrity and competence are top values in the intelligence field.
In the author's experience, NSA employees, like all professionals, are driven to excel in their work. Given the classified work environment, where need-to-know is the criteria to obtain access to classified information, employees must believe that a co-worker will do the work competently, after first establishing that they are trustworthy. Despite employees' holding security clearances, operational details and sources and methods are held to a strict need-to-know basis so that trustworthiness is continually earned through personal and operational experience.
Those who work in classified environments hold trustworthiness amongst fellow employees as paramount. Edward Snowden's extensive classified information releases and the associated loss of mission capabilities, tools and techniques places significant stress on the employee-to-employee trust that is vital for mission success. Changes to laws and national security policy necessarily adjust missions, but the insider threat, made real by Manning's and Snowden's releases, are disheartening and demoralizing to the employees whose patriotic service protects the nation. Such releases may especially damage the cohesion of the workforce.
Team Cohesion and Self-esteem
The Greek philosopher Aristotle's examinations of ethics and ethical practices, when applied to the study of business ethics, puts forth that ethics are the nexus of the "individual, the corporation, and the community, self-interest and the public good." 25 Two aspects of this assertion accurately characterize NSA employees. Excellence is described as a "word of great significance and indicates a sense of mission…It is a word that suggests [not only] 'doing well' but also 'doing good. ' " 26 People are motivated to work at NSA, often for less pay than in a commercial industry job, to do good. Aristotle's writings also capture the essence of community, applicable to the IC as well as NSA, "in which a sense of collective purpose and social wellbeing defines the aspirations and virtues of the individual." 
Benefits of Articulating Organizational Ethics
Group norms characterize the broader IC, and its member agency NSA, whose culture is steeped in security protocols, protecting classified information, following the law, and being More recently, in 1996, the Joint Military Intelligence College provided a description of Intelligence as: "knowledge of the enemy, and the operational environment, both of which are processed and packaged for a specific customer's requirements for making decisions in matters of national security and operational execution." 31 The JMIC author also proposed principles of Intelligence, based on his analysis of doctrine: accuracy, objectivity, usability, relevance, readiness (systems responsiveness) and timeliness. 32 In this paper's author's experience, these definitions and descriptions of principles accurately capture the characteristics of the Intelligence field.
Definitions of Professions
In order to assert that Intelligence is indeed a profession, this paper focuses on the body of work that encompasses Intelligence and its role in society. "The professions are characterized by three or four central features -extensive training, a significant intellectual component to practice, the provision of an important service, and perhaps credentialing." 33 The The Intelligence profession may be characterized by analogy to the medical profession, as "in medicine, success is measured post facto." 37 Like medicine, where failures may only be evident when the patient dies, intelligence failures may only become evident when attacks occur or unforeseen events damage foreign relations situations. However, when intelligence is successful, when the patient lives, it is not known how well the profession performed.
Lastly, other characteristics of professions that apply to the Intelligence profession include that: "they are voluntary [we must seek membership]; they are organizations; they have special, morally permissible standards for conducting business, and to be a member is to be subject to a special set of standards." Community. There is a special dichotomy that comes from doing the work of the National Security Agency: "They served in silence" is our way and "we won't back down; we never have;
we never will" has been a motto since the September 11 a. Integrity means that we uphold the highest standards. We always speak the truth.
Example Professional Codes of Ethics
We commit to continually improving our skills and sharing our knowledge to increase our contributions to mission. b. Competence means that we develop the related abilities, commitments, knowledge and skills to act effectively in any job or situation. 44 c. Patriotic Service means that we are dedicated to the mission and are very responsive to customers' needs. We always act in accordance with U.S. laws.
IV.
Aspirational and mandatory behaviors a. Integrity: Aspirational behaviors i. We will do what is best for the mission while taking care of our health and well-being. ii. We will follow-through with commitments and always do what we say. b. Integrity: Mandatory behaviors i. We will speak and seek the truth in all workplace situations. ii. We will solve problems and challenges in the correct way. c. Competence: Aspirational behaviors i. We will continually learn and broaden our skills. ii. We will seek and perform higher level roles with broader mission impact. d. Competence: Mandatory behaviors i. We will perform each job to the best of our ability. ii. We will seek information and actively learn skills needed to perform well. e. Patriotic Service: Aspirational behaviors i. We will make decisions that are best for the U.S. and its taxpayers. ii. We will embrace transparency to the fullest extent possible. f. Patriotic Service Mandatory behaviors i. We will always act in a lawful manner. ii. We will always act in ways that earn the public trust.
Proposed Implementation Means
An NSA Code of Ethics and Professional Conduct provides a means for employees to verbalize values and standards that are present, but not necessarily explicitly communicated on a regular basis. Senior leadership must 'own' this Code and affirm it in order to develop a visibly ethical Agency environment, foster a more resilient workforce, and inspire public trust. A new NSA Code of Ethics and Professional Conduct will enable organizational healing from the damage caused by recent releases of classified information and the ensuing public debate about Intelligence, security, citizens' privacy and public trust. Openly communicating our shared values and connecting those values to professional conduct will not only protect against a future insider threat by engaging in explicit dialogue but also increase workforce confidence and public trust. Changing an organization's culture is challenging, but fortifying the NSA workforce with this Code will reinforce additional security policies and bring dividends for employee morale, recruitment and retention.
